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Microtunnelling through Cape Town
Cape Flats 3 Bulk Sewer

The project team
responsible for the
construction of the Cape Flats 3 Bulk
Sewer Phase 2 – comprising the City of Cape Town,
AECOM and CSV Construction – has won the 2016 Joop van Wamelen
SASTT Award of Excellence in recognition of exceptional contributions
to the active promotion and implementation of trenchless technology in
Southern Africa. By Danielle Petterson

T

he City of Cape Town’s existing twin Cape Flats Bulk Sewers,
constructed in the 1960s, serve
an 8 000 ha area of the Cape
Flats, and also provide a link for transfer
of flow between two bulk wastewater catchment areas.
However, they have become severely dilapidated and silted up and can no longer
adequately perform their strategic function.
The completion of Phase 2 of the Cape
Flats 3 Bulk Sewer (CF3-2) will provide the
final link in the system, greatly increasing the
system capacity to allow rehabilitation work
to be undertaken on the old sewers, as well
as providing sufficient capacity in the system
for at least the next 50 years.
AECOM’s design for the CF3-2 was undertaken between 2012 and 2015, which
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included comprehensive assessments of various alignment options, as well as an evaluation of long-term operational requirements
regarding the strategic nature of the sewer.
CSV Construction was appointed in
July 2015, and physical construction work
commenced at the beginning of 2016.
The CF3-2 was ultimately designed as a
1 000 mm diameter ductile iron rising main,
starting at the Bridgetown Pump Station
and discharging into the existing CF3 gravity
sewer (Phase 1). The 5 km route traverses a
densely populated area of Cape Town, where
significant sections of the pipeline would
need to be installed beneath busy roadways.

Microtunnelling
According to AECOM engineer Timothy
Hotchkiss, the route was broadly debated,

Client: City of Cape Town
Consulting engineer: AECOM
Contractor: CSV Construction

seeing as construction could have significant
social and environmental impacts on the
built-up and densely populated areas the
sewer line would run beneath. Moreover, the
detailed survey showed that the preferred
alignment would cross numerous existing
services, resulting in further complexity to an
already technically challenging project.
Microtunnelling – a remote controlled
mechanised pipe-jacking operation preceded
by a tunnel boring machine (TBM), which
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mechanically removes soil from the jacking
face using a slurry process, was suggested
as a means to accommodate these challenges, but was originally not considered
economically feasible, explains Hotchkiss.
Therefore, the tender originally called for
three conventional pipe jacks to be undertaken for the crossing of three major roads
only. The balance of the pipeline was tendered as conventional open excavation with
allowance for trench shoring.
However, the microtunnelling method was
reconsidered when Hannes Coetzee, director of CSV, advocated the use of microtunnelling due to the number of pipe jacks
under busy roads and the close proximity
to other service mains. The number of traffic diversions, temporary works and the
dewatering that would have been required
with conventional pipe jacking remained an
obstacle due to the high cost and technical
challenges it presents.
Following extensive technical and
financial evaluations, it was found that
microtunnelling sections of the CF3-2 would
indeed be feasible. One of the biggest
contributing factors to making this possible
was the recent introduction of a ductile iron

BELOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
The Herrenknecht AVN 800 XC TBM
with an 1 190 mm diameter extension
kit being prepared for launch from the
jacking shaft
Jacking the first ductile iron pipe behind
the TBM
Lowering a ductile iron jacking pipe into
the jacking frame
Dr Gisela Kaiser, executive director:
Utilities, City of Cape Town, at the
ceremonial launch of the TBM christened
“Busy Lilly”

jacking pipe to the market – a final product
pressure pipe that can be jacked directly
into the ground behind a TBM. This,
therefore, offered a more cost-effective
and operationally sustainable system than
the conventional option of installing the
pressure pipe through a microtunnelled
concrete ‘sleeve’.
Anic Smit, project lead for the City of
Cape Town, commented that, ultimately,
this project has proven that microtunnelling not only mitigates social and environmental impacts, but that it could also offer
the City of Cape Town a financially feasible
alternative at reduced risk and higher endproduct quality.

The right machine for the job
CSV acquired a Herrenknecht AVN 800 XC
TBM with an 1190 mm diameter extension
kit for the job.
AVN machines belong to the category of
closed, full-face excavation machines with
a hydraulic slurry circuit. The soil to be
excavated is removed using a cutter head
adapted to the respective geology, be it soft
soils or hard rock, making it possible to use
the machines in almost all geological conditions. A cone-shaped crusher inside the
excavation chamber crumbles stones and
other obstructions to a conveyable grain
size while tunnelling and advancing; this
debris is removed through the slurry line.
CSV opted for a soft-ground cutter head
on its AVN 800 XC because it has larger
openings, allowing for faster advancement
as the machines can accommodate larger
volumes of material in the chamber. The
cutter head, equipped with chisels, can also
comfortably handle more solid materials.
At one point, the team tunnelled through a

Throughout
the world,
pipe jacking and
microtunnelling are
becoming increasingly important
for the installation of service pipes
and sewer pipes. The combination
of pipe jacking and microtunnelling
offers numerous advantages,
especially in urban city areas:
• It is suitable in nearly all geologies
• The method is safe with un-crewed
underground operations
• Inclined pipe jacking and three
dimensional curves are possible
• It causes minimal traffic disruption
along the construction route
• In contrast to conventional
methods, it is an environmentally
friendly method that helps to
conserve protected landscape
areas (due to minimum excavation
and dewatering)
• Fewer stoppage periods due to
weather conditions
• Minimum soil quantities to be
disposed of
•Sub-leasing of microtunnelled
pipeline sleeves makes it a popular
trenchless solution, especially in
congested city areas.

dump site that they had not been aware of,
and encountered concrete and rebar, which
the machine handled without issue.
The machine also comes equipped with
a high-pressure jet-water system to prevent the clogging of the crusher cone in
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Efficient
Credit: Terry February

State-of-the-art tunnelling technology from
Herrenknecht is currently being applied to
upgrade the sewage system in Cape Town.
1.2 km of new, sustainable tunnel infrastructure
is under construction with minimum disruption
to the local community.
Construction of the Cape
Flats 3 Bulk Sewer – Phase 2
Client: City of Cape Town
Engineer: AECOM
Contractor: CSV Construction

Pioneering Underground Technologies
www.herrenknecht.com
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“One of the most critical areas of an operation
is where the tunnelling machine exits
the shaft, making it important to have
the right type of exit seal. ”

cohesive soils. Although Cape Town has
clayey sands, the disturbance of the cutter
head was sufficient and this functionality
was not needed.

RIGHT Jacking frame within the
jacking shaft

Technical details

comfortable progress and comfortable jacking pressures,” he explains.
At one point along the route,
the jacking length was
increased to 210 m
because technical
challenges prevented the sinking of an
additional shaft.
This required additional slurry and
hydraulic and communication support
pipes and cables to
be acquired. The longest drive ended up being
218 m long with jacking forces close to the 350 tonne jacking
capacity offered by the shaft jacking frame.
An interlocking sheet pile method was
used to construct 6 m x 4 m jacking
shafts. In some areas, the sheet piles were
driven using an excavator fitted with highfrequency vibration hammers, while in other
sections, silent piling technology was used
to prevent disturbance when sinking shafts
close to houses.
According to Coetzee, one of the most
critical areas of an operation is where the
tunnelling machine exits the shaft, making it
important to have the right type of exit seal.
In this case, the machine was forced through
a 30 mm thick neoprene exit seal to prevent
sand and water from washing into the exit
shaft. This is not often seen in pipe-jacking
operations using open-face excavation or
augers in South Africa. However, because
the slurry system pushes large quantities of
water through the face of the machine, it is
vital to protect the exit so that the slurry does
not wash back into the pit, causing possible
sinkholes at the surface.
The machine was able to achieve an
extremely high vertical accuracy of 13 mm

The 4 m long ductile iron jacking pipes were
supplied by Chinese company Xinxing, with
a 1 170 mm OD and a 1 000 mm ID, with
an outside reinforced concrete sheath and
a polyurethane internal lining. According to
Coetzee, these pipes offer a jacking capacity
of 5 080 kN, making them significantly stronger than conventional concrete jacking pipes,
significantly decreasing the likelihood of a pipe
failure during the jacking operations, even for
long jacking distances in excess of 200 m.
To the team’s knowledge, these pipes
had never been jacked in the Western
Cape region before. “We teamed up with
Herrenknecht because it is the best supplier
of this type of slurry method small-diameter
tunnelling equipment. It has the knowledge
we needed to complete this project successfully,” said Coetzee.
The team typically jacked between three and
five pipes per eight hour work day. On their
best day the team was able to jack roughly
25 m. Coetzee explains that the time-consuming part of the operation was to disconnect
and reconnect the cables and slurry pipes
in order to insert the next jacking pipe, since
all of this equipment connected to the TBM
is located within the main pipeline. Working
an extended day with the four-man crew will
enable 32 m to be installed comfortably.
CSV decided on a maximum drive length of
150 m to circumvent the need for inter-jack
stations and the lubrication of the outside of
the pipe normally required to reduce the friction on the pipe surface. Coetzee explained
that the team opted not to lubricate the pipes
through ports in the pipes themselves, but
only to lubricate from the tunnelling machine
as the tunnel advanced. The machine overcut
the pipe OD by 10 mm, forming a 10 mm
annulus around the pipe, which was filled
using a computer-controlled pressurised bentonite injection system. “This allowed very

BELOW RIGHT CSV operators in
the microtunnelling control room

and a horizontal accuracy
of 47 mm, with
zero disturbances
at the surface during the project. Due
to the high level of control
possible in controlling the undersurface ground water pressures created and
counteracted by pressures exerted by the
slurry system and the rate of advancing of the
TBM, depressions (sinkholes) and heaving at
ground level can be totally avoided. Although
working in an area where high groundwater levels are present, no dewatering was
required for the TBM operation.

Successful completion
From February to November 2016, a total of
1 200 m of pipeline was installed successfully across eight sections with a high degree
of precision, ahead of schedule and within
budget, using the microtunnelling method.
CSV Construction’s Herrenknecht AVN 800
XC TBM is the first of its kind to be owned
and operated by a Southern African company.
The project team is confident that the microtunnelling technology will form a crucial role
in the successful implementation of future
pipeline projects located in congested urban
areas of Southern Africa.
Photos: Terry February (AECOM)
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HDD breakthrough
in Tshwane
There are new approaches to pipeline upgrades in South Africa that
benefit from international best practice, as Sam Efrat, managing
member of Trenchless Technologies, explains.

A

s part of the Temba Water
Purification Plant upgrade and
extension project, situated within
the Tshwane municipal region, a
1 300 m section of 800 mm diameter NB
asbestos cement (AC) pipe required replacement underneath wooden electrical pylons
and cables. The electrical cables were to
remain operational during the replacement
works, prohibiting the use of conventional
construction equipment. The response was
an innovative horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) solution.
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The technique used to replace this AC section, carried out by specialist subcontractor
Trenchless Technologies, is believed to be a
world first in the HDD field for two reasons.
Firstly, for the largest-diameter host pipe
known to have been replaced by pipe-reaming
technology. Secondly, because the reaming and installation of the new 800 mm OD

HDPE pipeline replacement in progress
in Temba: existing pylons and overhead
electrical cables necessitated the use of
trenchless technology

high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipeline
was achieved in a single pass without first
filling the host pipe void with bentonite and
then reaming in stages. Valued at around
R14 million, the pipeline project was completed in 26 weeks.

The process
To achieve the end result, Trenchless
Technologies invested in a state-of-the-art
DD10 American Auger HDD rig for the pipe
reaming works. “The rig’s 6.1 m long drill rods
were threaded together by the HDD rig to form
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OPPOSITE PAGE FAR LEFT
Trenchless Technologies’ DD10
horizontal directional drill onsite
in Temba
LEFT During the Temba project,
asbestos elements were removed
downstream using a Kosun KSMR-250
mud separation system. Once separated,
the bentonite and water mix was reused
in the pipe-reaming process

a long, continuous drill stem, pushed from
the HDD rig through a receiving pit into the
existing AC pipe up to the launch pit,” says
Sam Efrat, managing member of Trenchless
Technologies, adding that the HDD rig is capable of pullback forces of 50 t and a rotation
force of 18 982 Nm.
The drill rods were then connected to the pipe
reamer, which was in turn connected via a swivel
to a bull-nose. The bull-nose was attached to the
new 800 PE 100 PN 16 pipe.
18 m lengths of 800 PN16 HDPE pipe were
butt-welded into long, continuous sections of
approximately 150 m to be pulled into position in
the reamed-out bore behind the reaming assembly. The existing AC pipe was cut into smaller
fragments mixing the pipe cuttings into the surrounding soil and into the inflowing bentonite

mud mix. The mixture of bentonite and water
helped to maintain the integrity of the bore in
addition to lubricating and surrounding the new
HDPE pipe during pull-in.

electrofusion couplings and off-shoots by means
of electrofusion saddles to provide a complete
HDPE solution. Connection to the end points and
scour valve was achieved by HDPE stub-ends and
backing flanges.

Asbestos removal plan
Integral to the success of the project was an
asbestos removal plan, which was approved by
the Department of Labour. This was facilitated
by employing Averda, an environmental specialist, to assist in the
safe disposal of all
contaminated waste.
“This required the
lining of all launch,
receiving and catchment pits using 250
micron plastic sheeting to contain the
bentonite, spoil, asbestos and water, and then
removing the contaminated asbestos elements
using a Kosun KSMR-250 mud separation system,” says Efrat. “Once separated, the bentonite
and water mix was reused in the pipe-reaming
process, and on completion, filtered and disposed of as prescribed.”
Connection between the ±150 m long lengths
of installed HDPE was achieved by means of

Richards Bay
“This technology offers a cost-effective and
efficient alternative for large- and small-diameter
water and sewer pipe replacement using locally
produced HDPE piping,”
adds Efrat.
Another recent example
that supports this claim
is a sewer-replacement
project completed by
Trenchless Technologies
in Aquadene, Richards
Bay. The same technology deployed at Temba was mobilised to replace
600 m of 150 FC pipe with 355 HDPE, and
900 m of 250 FC pipe with 450 HDPE in lengths
of up to 170 m at a time.
Ground conditions were extremely tough, with
dune sand and high groundwater levels as well as
boundary walls located in close proximity to the
works, which were surpassed through precision
engineering.

“This technology offers a
cost-effective and efficient
alternative for large- and
small-diameter water and
sewer pipe replacement.”

Over Half a Million Metres of
Successfully Installed

+27 (0)86 006 6344
info@trenchless.co.za
www.trenchless.co.za
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Upsizing pipelines using
trenchless techniques
For the past two decades, South Africa’s urban population has grown at a
rate of at least 50% higher than the national average. This has created an
enormous demand for water services. By Alaster Goyns*

T

355 OD
HDPE pipe
bursting casing
containing a
TR 210 hammer
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he population densities in
both established and newly developed areas are significantly higher
than was envisaged during their
original planning. Hence water ser vices
could be undersized by a factor of between
five and 10 times for the current demand.
Urban densification leaves little space
for digging trenches to install, replace
and repair pipelines. Trenches seriously
disrupt communities and businesses and
are not practical or cost-effective; however,
the trenches themselves only occupy a
portion of the space. Excavated material
and access next to trenches for placing
materials and installing pipes is needed,
resulting in a footprint several times the
trench width.
The primar y requirement for a water
pipeline is hydraulic capacity. This has
to be prescribed by the pipeline owner
based on the demands of the end users.
In order to meet this requirement, and
continue doing so, the pipeline must meet
several secondar y ones, namely: strength,
water-tightness and durability. The problems that occur with pipelines and their
subsequent failures are, in general, due
to their inability to meet one of these
secondar y requirements.
The techniques used in the developed
world effectively rectify the problems associated with the secondar y requirements:
• fixing leaking joints, as they provide
a continuous water-tight pipeline from
manhole to manhole
• r einstating the structural integrity, as
they can be designed to carr y the loads
imposed, extending ser vice life
• maintaining the durability, as the materials used are corrosion resistant under
almost any conditions.
However, these techniques do not address
the issue of providing the additional capacity demanded by the current densification
of SA’s urban areas that is likely to continue for several decades.

Trenchless options
Going trenchless minimises sur face disruption and space utilisation and, in particular, with ser vice rehabilitation:
• the route to be followed is predetermined
• the route can be inspected using multisensor systems, so unforeseen problems can be identified and corrected
• the in-ser vice structural requirements to
carr y external loads are reduced
• there is no need to import
bedding materials
• working conditions are safer
• there is vir tually no chance of any
damage to nearby ser vices
• air pollution is reduced as the use of
heavy excavation equipment is minimal.
However, there are other factors that need
to be considered:
• the condition of the original system must
be assessed before selecting the rehabilitation technique to use
• the loading conditions need to be evaluated to determine which are critical
• t he impact of any potential damage that could occur to the liner
during installation
• the contractor doing the work must have
the necessar y expertise and equipment.
Although rehabilitation cannot rectify problems designed or built into a system, a
thorough condition assessment and the
use of appropriate techniques will minimise the impact of such problems and the
associated risks.

Pipe bursting
This can be done in several ways, the
simplest being a static pull using rods or
similar mechanisms attached to a fixed
dimension bursting head that is larger than
the existing old pipe.
This breaks it into fragments, pushes
these fragments into the surrounding soil
and simultaneously pulls in a new pipe of
the same or larger diameter to replace
the old one. More sophisticated systems
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use a pneumatically driven hammer or a
hydraulically expanding head to break the
existing pipes.
There are other techniques for the on-line
replacement of pipelines, such as pipe
splitting and pipe implosion, which are
based on the same principles. The combination of HDD with pipe bursting is used
for pipe eating and reaming where the fragments of the old pipe are removed rather
than displaced. This is especially useful
where the original pipe material is considered to be hazardous (asbestos cement).
All these techniques involve the insertion
of a bursting head into the old pipe. The
leading end of this is smaller than the pipe
to be replaced and is attached to pulling
rods or a cable. The trailing end is attached
to the new pipe and has an outside diameter slightly larger than that of the new
pipe, so that the friction on the new pipe

is reduced. The pulling cable or rod is fed
from the reception pit through the pipeline
to the insertion pit where it is connected
to the leading end of the bursting head. A
typical pipe bursting schematic is shown
in Figure 1.
Normal pipe bursting methods are not
used for asbestos pipe lines. They are
usually water supply lines and the contractor needs to be registered as an asbestos
handler. The asbestos will stay in the
ground but must be removed from excavated areas and dumped at an asbestos
handling facility.
Apart from meeting the primar y requirement of capacity, there are several factors

800 OD HDPE pipe reaming in Themba

to be taken into consideration when using
any of these techniques:
• r equired pulling forces and stresses on
new pipe
• distances below the sur face, from other
ser vices and surrounding facilities
• controlling line and level
• location and spacing of pits and other
access holes
• repair histor y and potential obstructions
• external damage during installation.
The benefits of upsizing old pipelines in
SA’s densified urban areas are seldom

Figure 1 Typical schematic of pipe
bursting operation

Trenchless Technology Specialist

Our range of services include:
• Pipe Bursting
• Horizontal Directional Drilling
• Pipe Rehabilitation

• Pipe Ramming
• CCTV Inspection
• Dewatering

• HDPE Welding
• Deep Excavation and Shoring
• Underground Service Detection

• Slip Lining

• Industrial Pipe Cleaning

• Close-ﬁt lining: COMPACT PIPE

For more information you can contact us: +27 (0)21 761 3474 F +27 (0)21 797 1151 E info@tt-innovations.co.za www.tt-innovations.co.za
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that the old pipe can be upsized is
dependent on the soil conditions, the
material used and the condition of
the old pipe.
As pipe bursting follows the
route of the existing pipeline,
there is not much that can
be done to eliminate any line and
level problems built
into the pipeline.
However, owing to
the
pulling/pushing of a continuous
pipe from access point
to access point, with a
cable or rods under tension, there will be a tendency
to smooth out any sharp changes in alignment. With water supply lines, this should not pose a
serious problem as they will be operating
under pressure.
However, with gravity lines such as sewers, changes in vertical alignment – in

particular changes from steeper to flatter
gradients and back falls or sagging can seriously influence the hydraulic performance,
leading to deposition and reduced capacity. A pre-rehabilitation inspection using a
multisensor system can identify unforeseen
problems. Where these are serious, it may
be justified to excavate
down to the pipeline
and do an appropriate
point repair.
As shown in Figure 1,
pipe bursting requires
at least inser tion
and reception pits.
Additional access pits
will probably be needed
between these where
connections to the pipeline are required. The
insertion and reception
pits should be located so that their numbers
are minimised and the length of bursting
between them is maximised to make the
optimum use of the equipment available.

The rapid
urbanisation in
SA has placed
enormous strain
on those tasked
with providing
services, in
particular water
services

realised. The velocity and capacity of
a partly full pipe at a given gradient is
dependent on the diameter to the power
of 2/3 and 8/3, respectively. The amount
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activities associated with these techniques, which create employment, making these techniques really appropriate for SA where
unemployment is a serious concern.
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ABOVE RIGHT Pipe splitting of a steel pipe in Barberton
ABOVE 450 OD HDPE pipe bursting casing containing a
TR 360 hammer

On sewer rehabilitation projects, the burst length will usually
be between manholes spaced an appropriate distance apart,
with the bursting operation passing through the intermediate
manholes where measures have been taken to accommodate
the replacement pipe. When a sewer is significantly upsized, the
modifying of manholes may prove uneconomical and it is necessar y to rebuild them. It may also be necessar y to use larger
bursting tools and to lubricate with bentonite to reduce friction.
As intermediate access pits for connections entr y and reception are small excavations, they are usually done by hand as
the amount of excavation can more effectively controlled than
using an excavator. However, the proper shoring of the pits is
essential for the safety of the workers and the safety of the
surrounding area.
Soil and subsur face investigations, including collecting the necessar y information to design the project, assist the contractor in
submitting a realistic bid and selecting the appropriate bursting
system: shoring of the shafts, dewatering system, compacting
backfill material, etc. Such competent decisions and bidding
increases the chances of success during the construction phase
of the project.

Concluding comments
The rapid urbanisation in SA has placed enormous strain on those
tasked with providing ser vices, in particular water ser vices. The
existing backlog and the densification of established urban areas
exacerbate the burden on limited capacity. On-line replacement
techniques are an effective way of rehabilitating and simultaneously upsizing ageing pipelines. They minimise the amount
of excavation required, and as the excavations needed are for
connections, they are small and require care to avoid damaging
other ser vices, they are done by hand. In addition, there are other

*Alaster Goyns is the owner of PIPES CC.
Photos courtesy of Trenchless Technologies cc.
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Delivering world-class
trenchless technologies
The acquisition of trenchless technology
specialist Tuboseal by Esor is set to unlock a
wealth of future business opportunities for the
construction and civil engineering contractor.

BEFORE
Cured-in-place pipe before and after

AFTER

S

ince its founding by local pioneer Jean-Louis Frey in 1987, Esor
Tuboseal has established itself as
a master in a highly specialised
discipline that enables pipes to be cleaned,
rehabilitated or repaired almost completely
underground without disturbances at surface level.
With proven techniques and delivery, Esor
Tuboseal created the cured-in-place pipe
(CIPP) market with customers and contractors in the Western Cape and a number
of other provinces, before expanding its
footprint as far north as Bulawayo. The company has earned a solid track record among
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municipal authorities and major players in the construction industry and
remains committed to retaining the
credibility of trenchless technology.
Wessel van Zyl, CEO of Esor, regards
the development as a strategic diversification into the burgeoning market of
infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation,
with a major focus on pipelines.

Essential to the preservation
of infrastructure
Many parts of South Africa are facing pipe
rehabilitation and replacement challenges,
with several municipalities and businesses piping water and sewage in lines that
are 50 or more years old. Where areas
have been built up over time, gaining
access to these pipes by digging is
often not an option.
“Safety is the first consideration.
Many lines were laid at depths of
between 4 m and 15 m, which would
entail highly disruptive excavations to
create a safe working area with adequate
support to protect the crew. In any event,
the likelihood of the presence of other utility
lines – like power cables – would make this
impossible,” says Van Zyl. Moreover, accessing pipelines installed under or alongside
major freeways and link roads would cause
unacceptable disruptions to traffic flows.

Successfully meeting
technical challenges
Daniel Bruwer, technical solutions specialist: Research and Development, Esor
Tuboseal, describes two recent projects in
which trenchless technology was applied.
The first was repairs to a 17 m deep
cracked underground pipe at Eskom’s
Kusile Power Station. The pipeline was
impossible to excavate as it lies beneath
permanent structures.

“Having established the exact location
of the damaged section, we designed and
installed a CIPP liner capable of withstanding groundwater pressure and soil loads at
a depth of 17 m thereby reinforcing and
sealing the damaged pipe for a full design
life of 50 years. The repair took less than
eight hours and was carried out without any
disruption to services onsite,” says Bruwer.
The second project was the rehabilitation
of the BlackMac bulk sewage pipeline, a key
conduit between the Cape Town suburbs
of Blackheath and Macassar, which had
degraded beyond use.
A CCTV inspection was the vital first step
in the rehabilitation process. After several
viability studies, the city appointed Aurecon
Consulting Engineers to manage the trenchless rehabilitation project consisting of
the CIPP lining of more than 3 300 m of
bulk sewer pipes ranging from 800 mm to
1 200 mm in diameter, crossing underneath the
N2 freeway and Baden Powell Drive.
After being awarded the contract, Esor
Tuboseal immediately began the careful
logistical planning required in an environmentally sensitive and often inaccessible area. The construction programme
was expedited to ensure cleaning, final
design, material manufacturing, shipping
lead times and installation happened concurrently, placing the project firmly on track
for completion ahead of programme and the
rainy season.

Preserving environmental integrity
“The rehabilitated pipeline runs alongside
an ecologically sensitive wetland and the
use of trenchless technology ensures that
the ecological impact of the project is
negilable. Already 40% complete, we are
on track to complete 3 300 m of pipeline
renewal without any significant excavations
required,” says Bruwer.
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Esor Tuboseal also adapted its hot-water
curing process to incorporate a highper formance water-cooling system, which
enables the recycling of process water and
a saving of more than three million litres
of drinking water amid critical water shortages in the Western Cape.

On the horizon
Research and development is a strategic
priority at Esor Tuboseal and 2018 is, quite
literally, expected to be a watershed year.
It will be introducing new high-pressure
CIPP products using specially developed
resins and composite materials compatible
for safe use in potable water systems and
capable of withstanding pressures of up to
40 bar. Municipalities and other highvolume users of water for domestic consumption can now have ageing pipe systems rehabilitated, ensuring a clean, safe
and efficient flow of drinking water to
households and individuals.
“Esor Tuboseal’s ability to offer a onestop shop of tailored products and services
is what sets it apart in the market place,”
says Van Zyl.

The CIPP liner material is impregnated
with resin under factory conditions to
ensure a consistent and high quality
structural liner is produced

Best in the business
“With services as varied as CCTV inspection,
pipe cracking, pipe cleaning, patch lining,
CIPP and robotic cutting, we can provide a
range of options and methodologies under
each of these categories. Esor Tuboseal
also possesses the skills and expertise of
arguably the best technical team in the business,” says Van Zyl.

Invaluable to the Esor Tuboseal value chain
are several overseas manufacturers of lining
materials and associated equipment with
which the company has built sound relationships over several years.
A valuable by-product from these collaborations has been the refinement of CIPP
technology for the local market, which Van
Zyl rates as being the obvious way forward in
meeting rugged African conditions.

www.esor.co.za
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Promoting trenchless tech
in Southern Africa
The Southern African
Society of Trenchless
Technology (SASTT) has
big plans for the year
ahead, with planning
for No-Dig 2018 already
well under way.

S

peaking at the society’s recent
AGM, SASTT president Claude
Marais indicated that the organisation is working on several standards
this year and will be organising a number of
training events to promote the use of trenchless technologies.

SASTT standards and seminars
According to Marais, SASTT has budgeted for
several training activities throughout the year.
Being a non-profit organisation, the aim is to
spend the budget on educational activities.
To promote the society and the use of trenchless technologies, SASTT plans to hold seminars, make use of newsletters and press publications, hold lectures at universities, and liaise
with convention bureaus and affiliate societies
such as IMESA and WISA. SASTT also plans
to create training modules accredited by SETA.
Marais explained that the society aims to
work with the whole of the SADC region to
get both local governments and the countries outside of South Africa to embrace
trenchless technologies.
In line with this strategy, the institute is working on a comparison study of open cut versus
pipe bursting, which will weigh up the cost benefit of trenchless technology against job creation.
It is widely believed that trenchless technology
removes the labour-intensive aspect of pipe laying. However, studies and interviews conducted
by SASTT suggest that the labour needed for
trenchless works out to roughly the same as for
open cut, or sometimes more. “This is something we are working on extensively, and which
ties in with our mission to convey to government
the importance of trenchless technology and its
benefits,” he said. There are also several new
standards in the pipeline. The SASTT TS-TT3
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SASTT presented the 2016 Joop van Wamelen Award of Excellence at
its AGM. This year’s winning project was the Cape Flats 3 Bulk Sewer
Upgrade – Phase 2.
Client: City of Cape Town
Consultant: AECOM
Contractor: CSV Construction
There to receive the award were Timothy Hotchkiss and Konrad Röhrs
from AECOM and Hannes Coetzee from CSV Construction.

technical standard for horizontal directional
drilling was recently completed and has been
distributed to all members for comment. Next,
SASTT will tackle the CIPP specification, which
is expected to be completed this year.
Also in the pipeline are CCTV and assessment
standards, which will be split up into modules.
These will be established as the standard for
the CCTV assessment of pipelines. An outline
of each of these modules will be developed and
distributed to members for comment.

No-Dig 2018
South Africa was chosen as the venue for the
2018 No-Dig Conference & Exhibition, beating Helsinki and Bucharest. The 36th conference will be hosted by SASTT in Cape Town
on 8 and 9 October 2018 at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre (CTICC).
The conference promises a one-stop shop
for a wide range of equipment and services,
demonstrating trenchless technology and
its capabilities. The programme will be both

The 2016 Joop van Wamelen Award of
Excellence winners Hannes Coetzee,
Konrad Röhrs and Timothy Hotchkiss
with SASTT President Claude Marais

educational and practical, combining training modules with case study presentations,
and will include a newly updated Trenchless
Masterclass presented by speakers from
the International Society for Trenchless
Technology (ISTT).
Sam Efrat, vice-president, SASTT, recently
hosted members of the ISTT to finalise the
details of the conference. After selecting the
CTICC as the venue, it was decided that
the chairman’s dinner will be held at Gold
Restaurant and the gala dinner at Cape Town
City Hall, with hopes of Patricia de Lille opening
the dinner. The Cullinan Hotel will be the location for the board meeting.
SASTT will soon be setting up a committee
focused on promoting No-Dig 2018 and members are invited to participate.

